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Notice: I wrote this as a personal helper for the 2018 exam of the module. This booklet does not constitute
a complete summary of the module, and for instance skips most of the parsing. This should only be use in
addition to the actual module material. Also note all the images are taken from the lecture slides. Enjoy!

What is NLP?
NLP is the feld that studies computatonal methods for automatcally identfying structure in human language
data. A lot of today’s content is written in text (internet, social media, books..) and NLP offers a way to
process it.

Applications

Problems
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1 Text Processing

1.1 Regular expressions

Used to specify text patterns.
Can allow simple chat bots like Eliza by simply specifying rules to answer simple patterns, such as ”you are X”.
Issues
Two types of errors can occurs, type 1 and 2

• Type 1 errors are false positives

• Looking for ”the”, one suggests ”[Tt]he”. This will also include they, there, them..

• Type 2 errors, false negatives, instances that were missed

• For example, forgetting to include capital letters

One must therefore try to increase precision while decreasing recall.

precision =
tp

tp+ fp
(1)

recall =
tp

tp+ fn

To optimise both, we use F1-score

F1 =
precision · recall

precision + recall

Fβ = (1 + β2)
precision · recall

β2precision + recall

• Regular expressions are widely used as the first model toward text processing tasks.

• Very useful to capture generalisations

• Then for harder tasks, usually fall back to machine learning classifiers

1.2 Text Normalisation

• Segmenting & tokenising words

• Normalising word formats lemmatisations, word reformatting (U.S.A. = USA)

• Segmenting sentences

A sentence is defined as the shortest sequence which conveys a grammatically correct self-contained meaning.
In practical purposes, any set of words in between full stops and ”?”,”!”

Type: an element of the vocabulary
Token: a specific occurrence of a type in the corpus

Tokenisations can be problematic because of words such as ”I’m”, ”They’re”, ..

In German, words can be compounded: Lebensversicherungsgesellschafsangestellter
In Chinese, words are composed of characters, usually equivalent to about 1 syllable.

1.2.1 Maximum Matching

A standard segmentation algorithm is the Maximum Matching algorithm (greedy)

1. Start a pointer at the beginning of the sentence

2. Find the longest word in the dictionary that matches the string starting at pointer

3. Move pointer to the end of the word

4. Go to 2
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1.2.2 Case folding

• In information retrieval, lower case everything.

• Possible exception for mid-sentence upper case

• In sentiment analysis, case can be important since it conveys intensity

1.2.3 Lemmatisation

Reduce inflections or variant forms to base form

• am, are, is → be

• car, cars, car’s, cars’ → car

1.2.4 Morphology

• Stems: core meaning unit

• Affixes: Pieces attached to stems

1.2.5 Porter Stemmer

The best known english stemmer is the PorterStemmer Uses rules such as

Some errors, such as

• something to someth

• morning to morn

1.2.6 Sentence Segmentation

’ !’ and ’?’ are quite unambiguous, ’.’ on the other hand could be

• Abbreviations: etc., Inc.

• Names: U.S.A.

• Numbers: 0.4

Can build a simple classifier for whether a period is an end of sentences. Rule based example:
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• Blanks lines after?

• Final punctuation is ?, ! or ;

• Final punctuations is .

• Abbreviations?

Decision tree taught by examples on what a final sentence punctuation is! We just need to give it features, such
as

• Space after?

• What’s after?

• What’s before?

• How many periods?

2 Language Models

2.1 N-Grams

N-grams are sequences of n words.
We can make a statistical language model by approximating a probability distribution over sequence of words.
I want to ⇒ very likely want I to ⇒ very unlikely
These probabilities can then be used for

• Machine translation

• Spelling Corrections ⇒ ”its 5pm” to ”it’s 5pm”

• Speech Recognition ⇒ P(”I saw a van”) ¿¿ P(”eyes awe of an”)

Apply chain rule to probability to use for word sequences

P (A,B) = P (B|A)P (A) (2)

P (A1, A2, ..An) = P (An|An−1, ..A1) · P (An−1, .., P1)

Problem is that there are too many possible sequences of words! We must approximate the probability.. Using
markov assumption, i.e. process is memoryless up to k-state in the past.

P (wi|w1, ..., wi−1) ≈ P (wi|wi−k, wi−k+1, .., wi−1)

This is where we use bigrams, trigrams.. we can chose the length, but the longer the memory, the less likely
that we’ve seen the data in the training.

2.1.1 Maximum Likelihood Estimation

P (wi|wi−1) =
c(wi−1, wi)

c(wi−1)

Note: beginning and end of sentences, usually represented by <s>, may also count as a word
Therefore: P (Iwanttoeatchinesefood) = P (want|I)×P (to|want)×P (eat|to)×P (chinese|eat)×P (food|chinese)
All these probabilities are very small, therefore use log space not to go in float underflow.

3 Advanced Language Models

Larger n, more accurate n-grams, but also more sparse. Need to account for missing n-grams.
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3.1 Laplace Smoothing

add-one estimate

P (wi|wi−1) =
c(wi−1, wi) + 1

c(wi−1) + V

Reconstituted counts

c ∗ (wn−1wn) =
[c(wn−1wn) + 1]× c(wn−1)

c(wn−1) + V
= P (wn|wn−1)c(wn−1)

Can also do add-k instead of 1.
Issues:

• Generally not good because in a sparse matrix it means adding a lot of unnecessary ones.

• Still very useful in tasks with smaller vocabularies or less sparse.

3.2 Backoff

If you have good evidence use trigram, otherwise bigram, otherwise unigram.

3.3 Stupid Backoff

Uses the longest n-gram found in the text. Discounts by ×0.4 everytime it drops an n.

3.4 Interpolation

Mix unigrams, bigrams, ..
Usually works better
Linear Interpolation Simple interpolation:

P̂ (wn|wn−1wn−2) = λ1P (wn|wn−1wn−2) + λ2(wn|wn−1) + λ3(wn)

Conditional interpolation

P̂ (wn|wn−1wn−2) = λ1(wn−1
n−2)P (wn|wn−1wn−2) + λ2(wn−1

n−2)(wn|wn−1) + λ3(wn−1
n−2)(wn)

Use a development set to find the lambdas that give the largest probability.

3.5 Dealing with Open Vocabulary

Add a new token for unknown, fix the vocabulary, and then train, replacing every unknown word by the unknown
token.

3.6 Good Turing Smoothing

To estimate the count of unseen words, use the count of seen ones.
Use the number of single occurrences to estimate the number of unknowns and give them a probability.

PGT (c = 0) =
N1

N

PGT (c > 0) =
c∗

N

where c∗ = (c+1)Nc+1

Nc

Issues:

• when c is high, it becomes likely that for every two adjacents Nc, Nc+1, at least one is zero.

• The solution is to use a best power law for unreliable counts.
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3.7 Absolute Discounting

There seems to be a relationship between the count c, and the good turing c∗, with c∗ ≈ c− 0.75.

Pad(wi|wi−1) =
c(w i− 1, wi)− 0.75

c(wi−1)
+ λ(wi−1)P (w)

or in general

Pad(wi|wi−1) =
c(w i− 1, wi)− d

c(wi−1)
+ λ(wi−1)P (w)

3.8 Kneser-Ney Smoothing

Instead of counting probability of bigram, coutn probability of continuation, that is the probability that a word
w comes after many different words, or always the same ones.

Pcontinuation(w) =
|{wi−1 : c(wi−1, w) > 0}|
|{(w′, w′′) : c(w′, w′′) > 0}|

Then, the kneser ney smoothing is

PKN (wi|wi−1) =
max(c(wi−1, wi)− d, 0)

c(wi−1)
+ λ(wi−1)Pcontinuation(wi)

where λ is a normalising constant

λ(wi−1) =
d

c(wi−1)
× |{w : c(wi−1, w) > 0}|

3.9 Summary

Laplace smoothing is good for text classification, not language modelling Kneser-Ney is most widely used
Stupid backoff for very large collections

4 Evaluation of Model

Two methods

• extrinsic or in-vivo

• intrinsic or in-vitro

Extrinsic is better to compare different models, but they can take very long time to run. Intrinsic evaluation is
much faster, but is only valid on similar data.

4.1 Perplexity

Given a language model, how difficult is it to predict the next word?
A good model maximises the probability of a correct test sentence. It is calculated as

PP (W ) = P (w1w2...wN )−
1
N = N

√
1

P (w1w2...wN
)

For bigrams, this is simply

PP (W ) = N

√√√√ N∏
1

1

P (wi|w(i− 1)

Issues: unseen data?
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5 Spelling Correction

Applications

• Error detection

• auto correct or suggestions

Types of error

• non-word error: impresive - impressive

• typographical: three - there

• cognitive: too - two

For non-word errors, can use dictionary to find words not listed
To correct, we need to generate candidates:

• shortest weighted edit distance

• highest noisy channel probability

Edit distance can be:

• Pronunciation distance

• Spelling distance

• Edit distance, where an edit is one of insertion, deletion, substitution, transposition of adjacent letters

In addition to edit distances, need to account for probability of corrected word to be used to begin with.

Then, we can generate the set of candidates for each word of a sequence, and chose the sequence that maximises
P (W ) P (W ) can either be compute from a language model, or from noisy channels, i.e. probabilities of
misspellings.
Other probabilities can be the keyboard layout, position in the word, the source target of the letter, formatting..

6 Word Embeddings

The process of transforming words into numbers, and working with these.
The assumptions are that there exists some N-dimensional space in which we can encode language semantics.

6.1 One-hot / Binary Model

Words are represented in the space {0, 1}|V |, with V being the vocabulary size. Then we can reduce the
dimensionality of the vector space.

6.2 Bag of words

Is not a word embedding, but still widely used. It is being replaced by word embeddings. Issues: inefficient
for large V, doesn’t capture semantics

6.3 Co-occurence Matrix

Fix a distance, ∆ = 2. The matrix is of size V × V .
We only connect words that appear at distance ∆ of each other. The value at (i, j) indicates the number of
times words i, and j co-occur in the fixed distance.
We need to reduce dimensionality..
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6.3.1 Singular Value Decomposition

Use SVD to decompose X as X = USV T , where

• U, V are unitary matrices, of size V × r, and r × V

• S, r × r, is a diagonal matrix.

The columns of U can then be used as embeddings of the vocabulary!
SVD performs well in a number of tasks, but

• Dimension needs to change as words are added

• Resulting vectors can still be high dimensional and sparse

• Quadratic cost to perform SVD

6.4 Iteration Based Methods

Idea is to have low dimensional but dense vectors, to predict surrounding words in a window of length c of every
word. Additionally set a rule that can be updated. This will be faster can can easily be incorporated. Idea
behind word2vec

Similarly, continuous bag of words model (CBOW), a language model where we approximate a word from its
left and right context withing a window sized c.

6.4.1 Word2Vec

Great at at encoding similarity, and semantics, and is also very good at inferring word relations. Additionally,
it doesn’t operate on the whole corpus, no sparse matrices involved. It is also fast and can easily be updated.
Issues: can’t take into account repetition in the data.

6.5 Glove

Count based, includes DR, similar performances to word2vec. additionally, it can leverage repetition, as it uses
the entire corpus.
This is achieved by training on the non-zero entries of the co-occurences on the whole corpus.
It is computationally expensive the first run, but then much faster as entries are much smaller than the corpus.
The idea is that relationships should be explored in terms of the ratios of co-occurence probabilities.

Text Classification

Text classification is the process of having text documents which need to be classified into a (known) set of
categories.
For example, Spam detection, with categories {Spam, Not Spam}.
Can also be by topic: Is a news in Science, Business, Politics, Entertainment..
Or the classic sentiment analysis

Rule based models need significant manual work to get anything good. Better to train suprivsed models, where
labelled training sets are given.

6.6 Supervised Classification

• Split dataset into train/dev/test

• Find features to represent documents (bag of words, word embeddings, be creative)

• Train classifier

How to asses which features are good?

• Incremental testing: add and check whether better results

• Leave one out: leave a feature out, test again.
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• Error analysis: look at classifier’s errors, what features can be used to improve?

Common classifiers:

• Little data

– Naive Bayes

• Good amount of data

– Logistic Regression - good amount of data

– Suport Vector Machines

Types of categories:

• Binary ⇒ binary classifier

• Multiclass

– One-vs-all : multiple classifiers, each able to distinguish class i. Then combine outputs and chose
based on confidence

– Multinomial : One classifier which outputs classes confidence.

With One-vs-all, can have multiple categories, whereas Multinomial classes are mutually exclusive

7 Evaluation of Text Classification

7.1 Multiclass

Overall accuracy is just the ratio of correct classifications, usually not good. Usually not good, problems
such as biased toward most common class.

Per class precision
c(correctly classified as class i)

c(classified as class i)

Per class recall
c(correctly classified as class i)

c(actual class i items)

Macroaverage: Compute performance for each class and then average. All class weight the same.
Microaverage: Compute the overall performance, large classes contribute more
Page 309

8 Error analysis

No magic formula

• Look where are we wrong

• Are there common characteristics in the errors

• Could the classifier be favouring one of the classes?

8.1 Unbalanced data

handling imbalanced data:

• Undersample popular class

• Oversample other classes (e.g. repeating the data)

• Generate synthetic data

• Cost sensitive learning
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9 Sentiment Analysis

Scherer Typology

• Emotion

• Mood

• Interpersonal Stances

• Attitudes

• Personal Traits

Simplest task: 3-class, positive, negative, neutral
More complex: levels of intensity (very bad, bad, .. , very good)
Advanced: aspect, target, source or complex attitudes

9.1 Unsupervised Classifier Using Lexicons

• Use dataseset of lexicons of positive and negative words.

• Simply count the number of each appearing in a review.

• Can use percentages too

+ No need for training data
+ Quick and easy to implement
- Can’t handle negations, ”not bad at all”
Can handle negations by adding not to the datasets of opposite classes, so that not good is part of negative
datasets

9.2 Supervised Classifier

Building

• Choose features to represent reviews as vectors

• Use classifiers for training

• Evaluate

• Error analysis

Page 369

10 Part of Speech Tagging

Classifiers:

• Hidden Markov Models

• Maximum Entropy Markov Models

• Conditional random Fields

• Deep learning

These are used for part of speech tagging. This is because often words can be of multiple types, and we need
to decide which type it is. e.g.
The man saw the cat : saw could be the sawing tool (noun) or the past of see (verb).
The choice can only be made given context.
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10.1 Hidden Markov Models

We use two probabilities:

• P (”manNN”) vs P (”manV B”): acts as a priori knowledge (emission probability)

• P (”manNN”|DET ) vs P (”manV B”|DET ): Use a markov model to look at probabilities of Noun/Verb
given Determiner! (transition probability)

Limitations of HMM:

• Models dependencies between each state and only its corresponding observation

• Learns P (Y,X) but not P (Y |X)

10.2 Maximum Entropy MM

Models dependencies between each state and the full observation sequence. ⇒ Learns and objective function
consistent with predictive function P (Y |X)
Conditional Random Fields solve the label bias problem.

Grammar and Parsing

Parsing: process of recognising a sentence and assigning syntactic structure to it.

• Consitutents: how words are grouped together, e.g. Noung Phrase (NP), Verb Phrase (VP)

• Grammatical relations, dependencies: how words and constituents relate to each other e.g. subject
⇒ object

Parsing is key for applications that require understanding of the language, such as

• Grammar checkers

• Information extraction

• Machine translation

• Dialogue management

• Question answering

Unclear whether still needed due to deep learning.
Dependency structure: like a network saying which words depend on which other
Approaches to parsing

• Probabilistic parsing

• lexicalised parsing

• dependency parsing

11 Information Retrieval

Obtaining the few documents from a large collection which satisfy an information need. Types:

• Navigational: looking for a website

• Informational: looking for information

• Transactional: looking/buying a product
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11.1 Classic search model

The process is iterative:

1. Get a query result

2. Refine query

We want to minimise the number of refinements. Documents are deemed relevant (R) or non-relevant (NR)
w.r.t. a particular query. The objective of an IR system is to present as many relevant results.

• Small collection: Can process files on the fly

• Large collection: Must pre-process files and generate some indexing

11.1.1 Inverted index

For each term t, store a list of documents that contain t:

• Brutus ⇒ 1,4,11,25,..

• Caesar ⇒ 2,4,5,13,22,...

• ...

The query is then simply done by taking all the words from the qury and finding the intersection of the
documents where these appear. Could use n-grams instead of single words, but is not feasible due to vocabulary
size.

11.1.2 Positional indices

Additionally also store for each term its position in the document. This will allow us to do searches for sentences
as to be or not to be. Can additionally do proximity queries, such as student AROUND(5) Warwick, where we
expect student and warwick to be no more than 5 words apart.

- Use more space than binary index

+ flexibility

They’re the standard approach to index.

11.1.3 More..

• Case sensitive searches?

• Search page title only?

• Search numeric ranges?

A lot of the work is in making this indexing more efficient.

11.2 Ranking Results

At the moment, we’re simply returning documents which match the query, in no specific order. We now need
to rank them.

11.2.1 Jaccard Coefficient

Measure overlap of two sets A,B. Sets are sentences e.g. A = university of warwick, B = university of oxford.

Jaccard(A,B) =
‖A ∩B‖
‖A ∪B‖

Issues:

• Need more sophisticated way of normalising over length

• Doesn’t consider frequency

• Doesn’t consider popularity of term
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11.2.2 Term Frequency

Document with 10 occurences of t is is more relevant than document with 1, but not 10 times more relevant.
Weight using log as

w = 1 + log10(tf), tf > 0, othw 0

11.2.3 Inverse Document Frequency

Rare terms are more informative than frequent ones. use

idft = log10(N/dft)

Where N is the number of documents. This helps dampen the effect of idf.

11.2.4 TD-IDF

w = (1 + log10 tf) · log10(N/dft)

This mixes the frequency with the rarity of terms.
Now can get a final score for a query:

Score(q,d) =
∑

t∈q∩d

TD-IDFt

11.2.5 Vector Space Ranking

Now we have V-dimensional vector space, where documents lie. This is very high dimensional when applied to
web search engines, and are very sparse.

• Do the same for queries: represent them as vectors

• Rank documents according to the proximity to the query in space

• Rank documents according to angle

• Rank documents in increasing order of cosine

For the process to work well, we normalise each vector using L-2 norm, and then for any entries q, d, we get the
similarity simply by taking cos(q, d), defined as

cos(q, d) =
q · d
|q||d|

11.3 Speeding-up Vector Space Ranking

Use TD/IDF as first step to eliminate most contenders, and only do cos similarity to the left overs. This might
eliminate the optimal result, but will improve a lot in efficiency.
Can also encode ”zones” in separate dictionaries, such as title, author, date, ..

11.4 Evaluation of Queries

Mean average precision: Computes average precision for each of the positions {1, .., k}, then get the mean.

MAP =

∑
k AP (k)

k

NDCG: graded degrees of relevance, normalised by perfect score.

DCGk =
∑
k

reli
log2(i+ 1)

then NDGCk = DCGk

IDCGk
, where IDCG is the perfect scoring.

12 Question Answering

IR-based approach: Based on web search Google, IBM Watson, ..
Knowledge-based and Hybrid approaches: Based on database or hybrids Siri, Wolfram Alpha, ..
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12.1 Li & Roth’s Taxonomy

• 6 coarse classes: Abbreviation, entity, description, human, location, numeric

• 50 finer classes:

– city, country, mountain..

– group, individual, title,..

– animal, body, colour, currency, ..

12.2 IR-Based Approach

Preprocessing

– Detect question and answer type

– Formulate query

Passage retrieval

– Retrieve ranked documents

– Break into suitable passages and rerank

Answer processing

– Extract candidate answers

– Rank candidates using evidences

12.3 Knowledge Based

Build semantic representation of query

– Times, dates, locations, entities, numerical quantities

Map from this semantics to structured query

– Geospatial database

– Ontologies (wikipedia boxes)

– Restaurant reviews

– Scientific databases

12.4 Hybrid

1. Build a shallow semantic representation of query

2. Generate candidates using IR

3. Score candidates using richer knowledge

12.5 General Steps

1. Find answer type

2. Formulate query

3. Focus detection

4. Relation extraction

12.6 Answer Type Detection

• Hand-written: time consuming, good performance

• Machine learning: feature extraction + supervised classification

• Hybrids

Regular expression can help for simple requests. Otherwise use headword: first noun after wh-word (who, when,
.. ).
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12.7 Passage Retrieval

1. IR engine retrieves documents using query

2. Segment the document into shorter units (e.g. chapters)

3. Rank each passage based on answer type

Features for passage ranking

• Number of named entities of the right type

• Number of query words in passage

• Number of question N-grams in passage

• Proximity of query keywords to each other in passage

• Longest sequence of question words

• Rank of the document containing passage

• Dependency parsing

12.8 Evaluation

Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR)

MRR =

∑
N

1
ranki

N

where ranki is the rank of the correct answer for the ith query.

13 Text Summarisation

Extracting the gist, the essence of a text and present it in a shorter form with as little loss as possible.
Applications

• Summarise news

• Summarise reviews

• Summarise research papers

• Text simplification

• Search engines (show summary instead of snippet)

Methods

• Extractive summarisation: identify most important segments, which will be used to compose target
text

• Abstractive summarisation: identify key information. Using that information, generate new text.

The first may make slightly odd summaries, while the second is very hard to generate correct sentences.
Purpose of summary

• indicative provide understanding of topic

• informative breaks down text

Focus of summary

• Generic

• Query Based i.e. key information of a web page

• Domain specific e.g. medical text
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13.1 Single Document Summarisation

1. Content Selection

2. Information Ordering

3. Sentence Realisation (clean up, fix coherence)

13.1.1 Content Selection

• Classification problem: extract-worthy vs non-worthy

• Can be supervised or unsupervised

Unsupervised We can determine saliency, and then assign a centrality measure

• weight(wi) = tf · idf

• centrality(x) = 1
k

∑
y tf-idf-cosine(x, y)

Supervised Need document with summary as input.

1. Then we label sentence part of summary as 1, 0 otherwise.

2. Train a Naive Bayes or Maximum Entropy Classifier to output probability of sentence being worthy

13.1.2 Ordering of Sentences

• Rhetorical Structure Theory

– Help determine discursive roles of sentences

– Discursive roles of sentences can help decide the order

• Keep original order!

13.1.3 Sentence Realisation

I used to simplify sentences which contain more information than required. Rule Based

• Remove appositives: James, bla bli blu, went to school at..

• Attribution Clauses: bla bla bla, the IMF said the other day

• PPs with no names entities: ... salmon population increases to a sustainable number

• Iniitial adverbials: for example, on the other hand, ..

13.2 Multi Document Summarisation

• Summarising multiple news article of the same story

• Question answering from multiple pages

• Summarise what’s being said across social media

Same steps as single document summarisation.

• Generally performed by unsupervised algorithms

• Main challenge is removing redundancy

13.2.1 Maximal Marginal Relevance

Used for redundancy removal
Penalisation factor

• Penalise sentences based on similarity

• MMR penalisation(s) = λmaxsi∈summary Sim(s, si)

λ is some predifined parameter, and sim(s) a similarity function.
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13.2.2 Ordering

• Keeping original order is not an option

• Can try chronological ordering

– Summarise tend to lack cohesion

– Lexical cohesion can be done by putting pairs of sentences with low TD-IDF cosine distance next to
each other

13.2.3 Sentence Realisation

• Can use same techniques as for single document

• Additionally, we need coherence in named entity mentions

• For instance, if Theresa May and May are both mentioned in a summary.

13.3 Evaluation

• Very few datasets

• Can use abstract for scientific papers

• First paraghraph for news article

Evaluation can be extrinsic (task-based) of intrinsic (task-independent)

Extrinsic

• Evaluate with people

• Prepare questions based on entire document

• How many can they answer?

Intrinsic

• Need a corpus with human-generated reference summaries

• Best evaluation is ROUGE: Recall Oriented Understudy for Gisting Evaluation

13.3.1 Rouge

• Length of n-grams is fixed, Rouge-1 for unigramsn, Rouge-2 for bigrams, ..

ROUGE2 =

∑
S∈Referencesummaries

∑
bigram∈S Countmatch(bigram)∑

S∈Referencesummaries

∑
bigram∈S Count(bigram)

i.e. out of all bigrams in the reference summaries, how many are there?
Issues:

• We only measure bigram overlap

• No mention of grammatical sense and cohesion

13.3.2 Pyramid Method

• In reference summaries, we annotate for units of meaning named Summary Content Units (SCU)

• Then we can overlap the SCUs instead of n-grams

14 Recommender Systems

14.1 Collaborative Filtering

The idea is to only use users reviews as a recommendation data, nothing to do with items themselves. Set up
a matrix of M users and N items with ratings as elements. Types:

1. User based filtering

2. Item based filtering
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14.1.1 User based

1. Retrieve set of items D user U liked/disliked

2. Find users with similar items liked/disliked

3. Retrieve items that U hasn’t reviewed, but that similar user have (and liked)

4. Make prediction on these

5. Recommend (possibly ranked) results

14.1.2 Item based

1. Pick an item that user U liked

2. Find users who gave similar review

3. Retrieve other items that these users liked

4. Make prediction

5. Recommend (possibly ranked) results

Pros & cons
+ Easy to implement
+ Performs reasonably well
- Cold start
- Popularity bias
- Can’t perform without history
- Context ignored (e.g. user moved, don’t recommend restaurants in bad location)

14.2 Content-based Recommendations

1. Extract features from what user liked

2. Build ML model to find new items he may like

For movies, features could for example be actors, directors, genre, length, etc.

Three components

1. Preprocessing: Extract features

2. Offline training: use labelled data to train model

3. Online generation of recommendation (must be fast!)

15 Event Detection

Mostly used for social media event detection, where users are often faster than official sources to report events.
Role: to identify emerging events of interest.
Simplest approach is to look for sudden burst of keyword. It’s very easy to implement and can track known
events, but it’s not suited for unknown events especially since it may miss related words.
Clustering Approach

1. Cluster similar posts regularly

2. Check if they represent news

Probabilistic Language Model

1. Train model on event-less stream

2. If uncommon patterns arise, analyse them
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15.1 Twitcident

Idea: to use emergency broadcasting to identify events, and then track them.

1. Transform emergency into query

2. Track incoming tweets

3. Process to extract linguistic features

15.2 Topic Sketch

Tries to identify/detect bursty topics, and then to perform the task in large-scale, real-time. It only uses the
last 15minutes worth of tweets.

1. Looks for acceleration of words pair

2. Hash words into buckets, and identify frequent buckets
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